Financial Vertical

What Matters to Financial Services

A CTO of various financial
companies knows with
confidence he can make
an immediate positive
impact on every new
company he goes to by
bringing in BCM One to
do a technology audit to
get full visibility into the
environment. It enables
him to be effective
faster by providing
best practices, newer
technology, redundancy,
and a single point of
contact right out of the
gate. Read case study.

A financial services
company wanted to
migrate its PRI to alleviate
issues it was experiencing
and upgrade to SIP
trunking. BCM One
provides a national MPLS
network, making frequent
moves and changes
due to acquisitions, new
locations, office mergers,
etc. much easier for the
company. Their voice lines
are critical, but with BCM
One, they know that’s
taken care of, which lets
them focus on all the other
aspects of the change.
Read case study.

A financial services
company needed to move
everything to the cloud,
including the company’s
voice system—and they
needed the solution to
be highly secure and
highly redundant to get
as close to 100% uptime
as possible. BCM One
designed a plan to
implement SIP trunking
over MPLS in a replicated
fashion, centralized in
their data center for
security. Read case study.

A national debt settlement
company had no idea
what carrier services it
had contracted for and
had simply stopped
paying their carrier bills.
At the same time, they
were planning to move
their headquarters to
a new office building.
BCM One created a
parallel strategy to get
a handle on technology
commitments and
spend, build a futurestate design based on
business requirements,
and manage the tight
deadlines of the office
move. Read case study.

What Matters to You?
Talk to us about how we can ensure you stay connected, competitive,
and compliant. Contact us today!
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